
Finding quality parts for
old or orphaned equip-
ment is no longer an issue!
Genuine ITT Parts

ITT ProCast produces quality replace-
ment parts for pumps and rotating 
equipment that meet or exceed OEM 
standards. With Genuine ITT Parts, 
you can slash lead times from up to 
26 weeks to just four to eight weeks, 
get faster delivery and more uptime.

ITT ProCast uses advanced laser scanning and 
digital imaging technology to manufacture the 
highest quality components for pumps and 
other rotating equipment – without sacrificing 
service or availability.

By replacing standard wear parts for current 
equipment or hard-to-find parts for obsolete 
or orphaned equipment with Genuine ITT Parts, 
you cut lead times by up to 70% and boost 
productivity and profitability.

ProCast



Often even better than the original
Using Genuine ITT Parts for current and obsolete 
equipment ensures that your replacement parts gener-
ally are of higher quality than the originals. This is due 
to the advances in material technologies and manufac-
turing practices over the years. It is also due to the ex-
perience and knowledge of our engineering specialists 
who ensure replacement component function matches 
your specific operating conditions.

Obsolete part? Orphaned equipment? Facing 
long lead times from your OEM? No problem!
ITT ProCast can quickly expedite these Genuine ITT 
Parts for pumps – and more – to your site:

ITT ProCast 
2242 Flanacher Road
Zachary, Louisiana 70791
Tel: 1 (800) 543–6263 (USA), +1(225) 654–8071
Fax: +1(225) 654–5803
Email: procast@itt.com
www.procastparts.com
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100% guaranteed
ITT ProCast delivers only the highest quality industrial 
pump parts and rotating equipment parts. Genuine 
ITT Parts have the same uncompromising performance 
and reliable operations for which ITT is renowned. 
Tolerances are truly tight. Materials match the rugged 
demands of the operating environment. And every 
detail essential to top performance is in place. All 
Genuine ITT Parts have the same extensive warranty
as all ITT parts.

Right the first time
Critical parts deserve a critical eye on function. To 
ensure optimal function with all the other equipment 
parts in the system, Genuine ITT Parts are carefully 
manufactured and tested according to detailed specifi-
cations. That’s why all Genuine ITT Parts are manufac-
tured at our ISO 9001:2000-certified foundry with the 
right tolerances in the right places and with the right 
material.

 Impellers
 Expellers
 Stuffing box covers
 Seal chambers
 Throat bushings
 Cover plate liners
 Frame plate
 Frame plate liners
 Volute liners
 Casings

 Wear plates
 Bowls
 Suction bells
 Diffusers
 Bearing housings
 Bearing assemblies
 Shafts
 Sleeves
 Wear rings
 Glands

Why use Genuine ITT Parts?

 ITT quality

 Engineered upgrades to improve reliability

 OEM equivalent warranty

 Our short lead time gives you more uptime

 Fast delivery of high quality parts to any 
location

 Higher productivity

 Increased profitability

 In South Africa, please contact:
 ITT Water & Wastewater SA (Pty) Ltd.
 1 Springbok Rd Extension 8, Bartlett Boksburg
 P O Box 26389, East Rand 1462
 South Africa
 Tel: +27 11 966 9300
 Fax: +27 11 552 8742


